S7280 STARMAN (9/16/1986-5/2/1987) [TV SERIES]

Series summary: Science fiction series adapted from the feature film of the same title. Some 15 years after being stranded briefly on Earth, an alien (Robert Hays) returns to rejoin the human son (C.D. Barnes) he left behind and to search for the woman (Erin Gray) he fell in love with. He assumes the identity and likeness of photojournalist Paul Forrester, whose dead body lies undiscovered in a remote area due to a helicopter crash. He is again being pursued by George Fox (Michael Cavanagh), the US government agent who has been obsessed with capturing him since his original visit to Earth.

Starscape (4/4 and 4/11/1987)

Credits: director, Claudio Guzman; writers, James Henerson, James Hirsch. Cast: Robert Hays, Christopher Daniel Barnes, Michael Cavanagh, Erin Gray, Joshua Bryant. Summary: Paul and Scott see a painting of a starscape which portrays Paul’s home star. Discovering that Jenny Hayden painted it, they track her through her brother and sister-in-law. Jenny’s brother Wayne (Bryant) is a Vietnam veteran who left a son behind in Vietnam, and is therefore sympathetic with Paul’s situation.